Scapholunate Instability: Proprioception and Neuromuscular Control
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Abstract

From a kinetic point of view, the wrist is considered stable when it is capable of resisting load without suffering injury. Several prerequisites are necessary for the wrist to be kinetically stable: bone morphology, normal articulating surfaces, ligaments, the sensorimotor system, the muscles crossing the wrist, and all nerves connecting to ligaments and muscles. Failure of any one of these factors may result in carpal instability. The terms “scapholunate (SL) dissociation” and “SL instability” refer to one of the most frequent types of wrist instability, resulting from rupture or attenuation of the SL supporting ligaments. From a radiologic point of view, SL instability may be dynamic or static. Unlike static instabilities, which tend to be painful and dysfunctional, a good proportion of dynamic SL instabilities remain asymptomatic and stable for prolonged periods of time. Such a lack of symptoms suggests that a ligament rupture, in itself, is not enough for a joint to become unstable. Certainly, the process of achieving stability is multifactorial and involves normal joint surfaces, ligaments, muscles, and a complex network of neural connections linking all these elements. In this article, we will review the neuromuscular stabilization of the SL joint and the proprioceptive mechanisms that contribute to the dynamic carpal stabilization.
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From a kinetic point of view, the wrist is considered stable when it is capable of resisting load without suffering injury. A stable wrist does not yield under physiologic stress. When subjected to a deforming force, a stable wrist adjusts its internal alignment and becomes a solid block through which forces can be dissipated; once the forces has dissipated, the bones revert to their original position. Several prerequisites are necessary for the wrist to be kinetically stable: The bones and articular surfaces must have a normal shape with intact ligaments, the sensorimotor system needs to be finely tuned with intact proprioceptors, and the muscles crossing the wrist need to be capable of reacting quickly and efficiently when a warning message is received from the sensorimotor system. Failure of any one of these factors may result in carpal instability.

The terms “scapholunate (SL) dissociation” and “SL instability” are commonly used to describe one of the most frequent types of wrist instability, resulting from a rupture or attenuation of the SL supporting ligaments. From a radiologic point of view, SL instability may be dynamic or static. Dynamic SL instability is diagnosed when the diastasis between scaphoid and lunate can be observed only with motion studies or grip views, whereas a static instability is diagnosed when there is an abnormally increased diastasis between the scaphoid and lunate on static anteroposterior (AP) X-ray views. SL instability may be asymptomatic. Such a lack of symptoms suggests that an SL ligament rupture or attenuation by itself may not result in wrist pain, since neuromuscular stabilization of the SL joint may be a factor.
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The Role of Ligaments in the Stabilization of the Carpus

When the wrist is loaded along the longitudinal axis of the forearm (axial loading), the distal row migrates proximally, inducing compressive forces across the midcarpal joint. The obliquely oriented scaphoid reacts to such forces by rotating on the oblique radioscaphocapitate ligament into flexion and pronation. The more the scaphoid flexes and pronates, the more the scaphotrapeziotrapezoid (STT) ligament pulls the trapezium in the palmar direction, forcing the distal row to pronate about the lunocapitate ball-and-socket articulation. If the distal row pronates, the hamate displaces dorsally, inducing an extension moment to the triquetrum via the palmar triquetrum-capitohamate ligaments. The lunate, therefore, is subjected to two opposite moments: the extension moment by the triquetrum, and the scaphoid flexion moment. If the interosseous ligaments binding the three proximal row bones are intact, the two opposite moments counteract each other and a stable equilibrium is achieved.

From this perspective, the carpus has been represented as a ring consisting of four elements (distal row, scaphoid, lunate, and triquetrum) connected by four ligamentous links (Fig. 1a). Rupture or attenuation of any one of these four connections would disrupt the ring, inducing one type of instability or another depending upon which link has failed. If it is the SL link that has failed, the ring will break apart, with the scaphoid collapsing into flexion and pronation and the lunate following the triquetrum into extension, resulting in a dorsal intercalated segment instability (DISI) (Fig. 1b).

Although useful to explain certain aspects of carpal pathomechanics, the “ring” theory has an important drawback: It is based on the assumption that ligaments are able to resist high levels of tension, and this, according to recent investigations, is not accurate. The average yield strength of the dorsal SL ligament is only 260 newtons, certainly not strong enough to be the key stabilizer of a substantial load-bearing joint. Indeed, the bulk of the wrist-stabilizing duty must be taken up by the muscles. This does not mean, however, that ligaments are not important, just the contrary: Ligaments are the first line of defense against any destabilizing agent. When a disturbing force risks injuring the joint, the ligaments are the first to react by holding bones together while providing the proprioceptive information that the sensorimotor system will need to activate an adequate muscular response. This will be the subject of the following section.

The Sensory and Proprioceptive Function of the Scapholunate Ligament

Several ligaments connect the scaphoid to the neighboring bones: the anterolateral radioscaphoid ligament, the palmar radioscaphocapitate ligament, the radioscapholunate (ligament of Testut), the three portions of the SL interosseous ligament (palmar, proximal, and dorsal), the dorsal scaphotriquetral ligament, the palmar scaphocapitate ligament, the anterolateral STT ligament, and the corresponding capsules (Fig. 2). All ligaments provide proprioceptive information, but the most active in this regard is the SL interosseous ligament.

Extrinsic and Intrinsic Innervation of the SL Ligament

The SL interosseous ligament receives its innervation from terminal branches of the posterior interosseous nerve (PIN) and, through the ligament of Testut, the anterior interosseous nerve (AIN). The consistency of this innervation to the SL ligament led us to suspect that the intrinsic innervation in a similar fashion must be consistent. Through a series of immunohistochemical studies on the innervation pattern of the SL interosseous ligament, we now know that this ligament complex is among the most richly innervated ligaments of the wrist, with consistent findings of sensory nerve endings in both the dorsal and volar portions of the ligament. The primary sensory nerve ending found in the SL interosseous
control. In a position of wrist ulnar deviation, in which the SL interosseous ligament is maximally extended and at risk of being injured, the primary reflex was an inhibition of the extensor carpi ulnaris (ECU). This was, in fact, the only wrist position in which a muscle was distinctly inhibited, suggesting an important protective joint reflex between the SL interosseous ligament and the ECU.

Hagert and Persson studied the wrist proprioceptive reflexes in eight volunteers by stimulating the SL interosseous ligament through a fine wire electrode while EMG activity was recorded from the extensor carpi radialis brevis (ECRB), ECU, flexor carpi radialis (FCR), and flexor carpi ulnaris (FCU), with the wrist in extension, flexion, radial deviation, and ulnar deviation. The PIN was then anesthetized and the experiment was repeated. Dramatic alterations in reflex patterns were observed in wrist flexion, radial deviation, and ulnar deviation following desensitization of the PIN, with an average of 72% reduction in excitatory reactions. In ulnar deviation, the inhibitory reactions of the ECU were entirely eliminated. In wrist extension, no differences in the reflex patterns were observed. These studies suggest that denervation of the ALNor PIN affects the unconscious neuromuscular control of the wrist joint.

Role of Muscles in the Stabilization of the Wrist

Distal to the radiocarpal joint, most wrist motor tendons have an oblique course toward their distal insertion. The abductor pollicis longus (APL), for instance, runs from a dorsal position at the level of the first extensor compartment to an anterolateral position at the base of the first metacarpal. The ECU, by contrast, has an opposite oblique direction, from the dorsum of the ulna to the anteromedial corner of the fifth metacarpal. They are both dorsal at the level of the distal radius but diverge distally toward either the medial or lateral corners of the wrist. When these muscles contract, aside from an axial centripetal force to the wrist, they generate a pronation or supination moment to the distal row depending on the obliquity of their distal insertion: The medially inserted tendons induce intracarpal pronation, while the laterally inserted tendons pull the wrist into supination. We have recently shown in a cadaver model that the APL, the extensor carpi radialis longus (ECRL), and the FCU are intracarpal supinators and protect the carpus from excessive pronation, while the FCR and the ECU are distal row pronators. The balance between these stabilizes the carpus.

It is important to emphasize that the terms “pronation” and “supination” are used here to describe not a forearm rotation but an axial rotation of the distal row relative to the radius. The distal row rotates internally (supination) or externally (pronation) until the midcarpal crossing ligaments become taut, at which point both distal and proximal rows, solidly engaged, supinate or pronate together until the radiocarpal ligaments stop that rotational motion.

We also analyzed the muscular effects on the three-dimensional alignment of specific carpal bones in normal
The role of the FCR muscle as a potential scaphoid stabilizer has been controversial. In the cadaver it has been demonstrated that the tendon always causes scaphoid supination, which reduces the scapholunate gap. If the supinator muscles (ECRL, APL, and FCU) contract, the scaphoid is pulled by the STT ligament into extension and supination, which reduces the scapholunate gap, and the scaphoid proximal pole also drops back to its normal reduced position in the scaphoid fossa. Indeed, the muscles that generate intrinsic supination are “SL-friendly muscles” that protect the scaphoid from being dragged into a subluxed position away from the lunate. The ECU, by contrast, is an “SL-unfriendly muscle,” whose contraction increases both the gap and the SL malalignment. This was substantiated by Hagert et al, who demonstrated that a stimulation of the SL interosseous ligament resulted in a contraction of all of the supinator muscles to protect the joint against injury, while the ECU was inhibited.
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